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Phase rail - Phase busbar 3-p 10mm² 159mm EV-S G
3.9.120

Doepke
EV-S G 3.9.120
09920175
4014712045781 EAN/GTIN

30,89 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (CHN)

Phase bar EV-S G 3.9.120 number of phases 3, number of poles 3, suitable for number of devices 9, pitch 17.5mm, cross section 10mm², length 159mm, number of pitch units
9, rated uninterrupted current Iu 63A, design of the electrical connection fork, insulated, Rated impulse voltage 4.5kV, conditional rated short-circuit current Iq 15kA, max. rated
operating voltage Ue 690V, rated short-time withstand current Icw 15kA, these components for wiring circuit breakers in industrial, commercial and private electrical distributors
significantly reduce the installation effort. The ready-cut busbars of the Eurovario system are suitable for the supply-side connection of residual current circuit breakers,
miniature circuit breakers and RCBO/LS combinations on the underside of the devices. The busbars have a fork design and are available in a wide variety of versions with one
to four poles (some with space for auxiliary switches). The touch protection EV-S BS covers unused connections. Properties: can be used to connect residual current circuit
breakers, miniature circuit breakers and RCBO combinations, large variety of variants, small design, saves a lot of time when wiring, type of installation: the rails are plugged
into the upper or lower connection terminals of the devices to be connected. Areas of application: Busbars of this series are used in conjunction with RCCB. MCB and RCBO
used in power supplies of residential and non-residential buildings as well as industrial plants. Notes: The EV-S G ANL (N on the left) or EV-S G ANR (N on the right)
connection rails must be used when feeding miniature circuit breakers from above in combination with Doepke residual current circuit breakers.
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